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Abstract 

Despite of success in both research and industry, traditional collaborative filtering (CF) based 
recommender systems suffer from a fundamental problem, which lies in its dependence on users’ numeric 
ratings as its sole source of user preference information. User ratings are often unable to fully represent 
user preferences. As a result, it is difficult and error prone to identify genuinely similar users based on 
ratings only. On the other hand, online consumer product reviews have become a common source for 
consumers to share and acquire information about products, but there have been very few studies on how 
those text reviews can be analyzed and integrated with traditional CF approaches to improve the 
prediction of consumers’ preferences. We propose a novel approach to memory-based collaborative 
filtering called urCF (User Review enhanced Collaborative Filtering) that integrates user text reviews and 
user numeric ratings in order to model users’ preferences better and in turn improve the performance of 
CF-based recommender systems. This research extracts user opinions on individual item features from 
online reviews, and proposes a new weighting scheme by following the general idea of TF-IDF to measure 
the priority of item features in influencing users’ overall opinions on different items. This study also 
explores and compares two different methods for integrating user opinion into user similarity 
measurement. The proposed urCF system is evaluated against existing approaches using a dataset 
collected from Yahoo! Movies. The results show that urCF significantly improves the performance of 
memory-based CF systems. 
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Introduction 

Collaborative filtering automates the word-of-mouth recommendation process, in which people share 
their preferences on items (e.g., products, movies) among friends to help each other find preferable items. 
In general, there are two major approaches to collaborative filtering, namely memory-based CF and 
model-based CF (Breese et al. 1998). Memory-based CF systems utilize an original, entire user-item rating 
matrix to generate predictions (Resnick et al. 1994), while model-based CF methods recommend items by 
first developing a descriptive model of user ratings based on a user-item matrix via different machine 
learning approaches such as Bayesian network and clustering. The generated model is then used for 
future prediction about user preferences (Breese et al. 1998). Although model-based CF methods 
overcome some shortcomings of memory-based counterparts, such as low scalability and high online 
computation overhead, some studies show that they are generally inferior to memory-based ones in terms 
of prediction accuracy (Adomavicius et al. 2008). This study focuses on improving memory-based CF. 

Traditional CF based recommender systems suffer from a fundamental problem because of its 
dependence on users’ numeric ratings as its sole source of user preference information. However, user 
ratings alone may not be able to fully reflect a user’s actual preferences. For instance, two users in a 
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recommender system, Alice and David, both favor the movie Titanic and give it a high rating score. 
However, there may be different reasons behind their favorable ratings. Alice may like this movie because 
of its well-fabricated love story, while David prefers the movie due to its glamorous recreation of the ship 
and visual effects. As a result, CF systems may not be able to accurately identify similar users based solely 
on their ratings on items, resulting in potentially poor recommendations.  

With the increasing popularity of Web 2.0, users have become more and more comfortable with 
expressing themselves and providing their opinions on the Internet using text (Chen et al. 2007). Such 
consumer reviews have potential to provide a system with more detailed, nuanced, and reliable user 
preference information. In other words, user text reviews can be used, in conjunction with numerical 
ratings, to augment the word-of-mouth recommendation process. 

Recently, some approaches have been proposed to aggregate user preference information inferred from 
user item reviews for recommendation purposes (Jakob et al. 2009; Leung et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2005; 
Wang et al. 2012). Results of these prior studies have shown a positive impact of user text reviews on the 
performance of traditional CF systems. However, those approaches are model-based and adopt reviews 
for the purpose of creating user profiles, instead of directly integrating them into collaborative filtering 
itself (Jakob et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2012). urCF, our proposed method, extracts user opinions expressed 
in online user reviews and directly integrates them into memory-based CF, along with user item ratings, 
aiming to better identify genuinely similar neighbors and help generate more accurate recommendations. 

There are several unique contributions of this research. First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
study to integrate feature-oriented user text reviews into memory-based collaborative filtering. Second, 
we propose a novel user feature priority weighting scheme, called FF-IRF (Feature Frequency and Inverse 
Review Frequency), to reflect the importance of different item features to the overall opinion of a user 
toward an item. Third, this research also examines two methods to integrating user ratings and text 
reviews for user opinion identification at different levels of information comprehensiveness. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We will first introduce related work, followed by a 
detailed description of the proposed urCF system. Next, we present how the proposed approach was 
evaluated and results. Finally, the paper concludes with discussions on the major findings, limitations of 
the study, and future research. 

Related Work 

A memory-based CF system involves three steps: user similarity measurement, neighborhood selection, 
and prediction generation (Resnick et al. 1994). Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC) is the most widely 
used technique for measuring user similarity (Resnick et al. 1994). It is usually used in a general form as 
follows (Resnick et al. 1994): 
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where ,x yI  denotes the set of all items that both users x and y have rated; ,x ir  stands for the rating cast by 

a user x for an item i; xr , the mean rating of user x, is defined as: 
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where xI  denotes the set of all items that user x has rated. 

Once user similarity weights are calculated, a subset of similar users (i.e., the neighborhood) will then be 
selected for generating final prediction for an active user (i.e., the user that the system intends to generate 
a prediction for). Two methods are commonly used for neighborhood selection: similarity thresholding 
and best-N-neighbors. Similarity thresholding uses a certain threshold value L to filter out users whose 
similarity with the active user is lower than a threshold value L (Shardanand and Maes 1995). The best-N-
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neighbors method (Herlocker et al. 1999) considers the top N users that are most similar to an active user 
for generating predictions. 

After the neighborhood of the active user is identified, a prediction of preference for the active user a on 
an item i, preda,i, is computed as the weighted average of deviations from his neighbor’s mean rating 
(Resnick et al. 1994): 
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where N stands for the set of users who are selected as the neighbors of the active user. 

There have been several approaches proposed to integrate user reviews into recommender systems (Jakob 
et al. 2009; Leung et al. 2006; Levi et al. 2012; Moshfeghi et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012). The first research 
effort that used user text reviews in a CF system was made by (Leung et al. 2006). They proposed a 
probabilistic rating inference model that estimates both sentimental orientation and opinion intensity of 
movie reviews. The output of the rating inference model is then used in a CF system to replace original 
user ratings in order to test the performance of their proposed model (Leung et al. 2006). The study 
focused on how to extract user opinion information from online user reviews instead of integrating user 
feature opinions into CF. 

Similar to this research, Jakob et al. (2009) proposed a model-based hybrid CF system that builds user 
profiles in a multi-relational model based on user opinions on item features extracted from text reviews. 
User profiles in their system are created based on an entity relationship model to reflect the interactions 
between users’ feature opinion orientations and specific movies. A matrix factorization approach, MRMF 
(Multi-Relational Matrix Factorization), is used to decrease the dimensionality of the multi-relationship 
matrix resulting from the user profiling step of the system (Jakob et al. 2009). Finally, a machine learning 
method is used to generate final predictions. They evaluated the system using data collected from IMDB 
and achieved the best performance improvement of 2.45% over the baseline. (Wang et al. 2012) applied 
the same user modeling approach proposed in (Jakob et al. 2009) without the assumption that the 
relationship between user ratings and feature opinions has to be linear. Wang et al. adopted tensor 
factorization for matrix decomposition. 

Another two recent studies have also proposed to use text reviews to address the cold start problem (Levi 
et al. 2012; Moshfeghi et al. 2011). Moshfeghi et al. used user feature opinion information extracted from 
movie plot summaries and reviews from IMDB to create user profiles based on their ratings on different 
movies (Moshfeghi et al. 2011). User opinions on three specific features (actor, director and genre) are 
used for user profiling. LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) and gradient boosted trees are used for 
dimensionality reduction and prediction generation purposes, respectively (Moshfeghi et al. 2011). Their 
system was evaluated using the MovieLens dataset. In (Levi et al. 2012), a hotel recommender system was 
proposed to match users based on their intent (e.g., business trip, vacation, etc.) and nationality. User 
opinions extracted from text reviews are then used to generate recommendations for users with the same 
context (i.e., intent and nationality). Researchers evaluated the system empirically and received positive 
feedback from users (Levi et al. 2012). Those two studies intended to solve the cold start problem by 
incorporating user text reviews into CF, while this research intends to adopt user reviews as an extra 
source of information to help enhance the performance of CF systems. The results from existing 
approaches show positive support that user text reviews can be used to improve the prediction accuracy of 
collaborative filtering. 

User Review Enhanced Collaborative Filtering 

Different from these two studies, we propose urCF, a new method that incorporates user reviews into a 
memory-based collaborative filtering system. Memory-based CF methods are the best candidate for 
exploring different methods for integrating user text reviews into CF, because they are easy to predict, 
control, and fine-tune. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed urCF system. In the remainder of 
this section, each component of the system will be described in detail. 
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Figure 1. urCF System Architecture 

System Input 

A traditional memory-based CF system has a user-item rating matrix as its only input. In urCF, user text 
reviews on items are also included as part of the system input. Text reviews, which can be collected from 
specific web sites by an Internet crawler, are stored alongside corresponding user ratings. Therefore, a 
rating matrix in a traditional CF system will be expanded into a new matrix containing both user ratings 
and reviews. Only data of users who have provided both ratings and reviews for the same items are used.  

User Feature Opinion Extraction 

Since user item reviews are in free text and unstructured in nature, they cannot be used directly in CF 
systems. There needs a process to transform a text review Rx,i from user x on item i to a structured 
representation. By adapting common practices (Liu et al. 2005; Zhou and Chaovalit 2008), we extracted a 
user’s opinion orientations on item features from his/her text reviews at a sentence level in this research. 

Because the goal of this study is not to improve existing text mining techniques, but to study effective 
ways to integrate user text reviews with traditional memory-based CF to improve its performance, we 
adopted a semi-automated approach by allowing human coders to perform feature extraction with a tool. 

By adapting the movie review ontology proposed in (Zhou and Chaovalit 2008), we developed a movie 
review class consisting of 32 features (shown in Table 1) to guide the review coding process and organize 
identified user opinions on item features. Two human coders were recruited and trained to extract user 
feature opinions from text reviews based on the feature list shown in Table 1. User reviews were first pre-
processed for misspelling correction and sentence segmentation through a user interface. The coders were 
then asked to extract item features discussed in each review sentence and user opinion orientations 
(positive or negative) expressed on these features using the interface. The output of this step is a matrix 
with every user’s feature opinion orientation of each item on which he/she has written a review. Every 
entry in the matrix stores the opinion orientation 

,, , n ix s fO  of user x on the nth feature fn,i of item i in 

sentence s of his/her review. 
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General Actor Acting Character Cast 
Director Directing Plot/Story Theme Writer 
Writing Dialog Adaptation Editing Pacing 

Length Scene Cinematography Visual 
Effects 

Sound 
Effects 

Music/Score Soundtrack Original Music 
Composer Action Costume 

Makeup Effect on 
Viewer Recommendation Animation Genre 

Trailer Script     

Table 1. Movie Review Features Used in urCF 

User Feature Priority Weighting 

Opinions on different features of an item may have different influences on a user’s overall attitude toward 
the item. In order to model users’ opinion and distinguish users more effectively, we propose a user 
feature priority weighting method called FF-IRF (Feature Frequency–Inverse Review Frequency) based 
on the TF-IDF weighting scheme widely used in Information Retrieval (IR) literature (Salton and McGill 
1983). The underlying notion of the proposed weighting method is that if a user uses a large portion of 
his/her review to express his/her opinion on a specific feature of an item, it implies that the commented 
feature plays a significant role in forming the user’s overall perception of the item and, therefore, should 
receive a higher importance weight when the information is used to distinguish users. On the other hand, 
features of an item that are widely discussed by many users in their reviews should be less useful in 
separating users apart than features appearing only in a few reviews. In other words, the fact that two 
users agree on a rarely discussed feature of an item is more helpful in grouping the two together than the 
situation where two users agree on popular features. Hence, weights for features of an item that are 
mentioned by fewer users should be increased. FF-IRF consists of two parts: Feature Frequency (FF) and 
Inverse Review Frequency (IRF).  

Feature Frequency (FF): According to the assumption explained earlier, in a user review, the length of 
the text that describes a user’s opinion on a specific feature implies how important the feature is in 
shaping his/her overall attitude toward the item. However, the orientation of the opinion that a user 
expresses has to be considered as well. Since a user’s opinion on an item feature expressed in different 
parts of a review may not always have the same orientation, feature frequency is designed based on a 
cumulative method to accommodate both the length of the review and the orientation of the opinion. 

Since user feature opinion extraction is performed on each review sentence, we first define word count 
Wx,s of a review sentence as the number of non-stop words in a sentence s of his/her review Rx,i. A review 
sentence may discuss multiple item features. Therefore, the word count 

,, , n ix s fW  for nth feature fn,i of item i 

in sentence s is defined as the average word count of all item features on which the user expressed his/her 
opinions in that sentence and can be calculated as follows: 
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where Fx,s denotes the set of item features, on which user x commented in sentence s. Therefore, 
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where 
,, , n ix s fO is defined as the opinion orientation on review feature fn,i of item i discussed in review 

sentence s. 

Inverse Review Frequency (IRF): Similar to term weighting in IR research, not all item features 
should be treated equally when it comes to distinguishing users, even though they may have the same FF 
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values. Features of an item that are mentioned only in a few reviews should have a higher weight because 
they are more useful in differentiating users, while those that are widely discussed should have a lower 
weight. The weighting scheme IRF is defined as follows: 
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n i
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where Ni denotes the total number of reviews on an item i in the user-item review matrix and 
,

rf
n if  is 

defined as the number of reviews on i in the matrix that have commented on feature fn,i. 

In IR, a logarithm is used in idf calculation (Furner 2002). However, we apply an exponentiation 

treatment in calculating IRF because the scale of 
,

rf
n i

i

f

N
 ratio is very different from that of 

dft

N
 in IR, where 

N stands for the total number of documents in a document collection and dft is the number of documents 
in the collection that contain a term t. In IR, the total number of documents N is usually in the millions 

and a typical 
dft

N
 ratio is in the order of tens of thousands (Furner 2002). 

Therefore, the logarithm treatment used in idf is to compress the value non-linearly to increase its 
efficiency (Furner 2002). However, in CF domain, Ni is the number of reviews on a specific item i, not the 
whole collection of reviews in the dataset. Ni is typically in the hundreds or less. In addition, the IRF value 
needs to be in a range that is comparable with the magnitude of FF, so that the resulted FF-IRF weighting 
will not be dominated by either FF or IRF. Exponent α  in Equation (6) will be determined empirically 

based on the distributions of both 
,,ff

n ix f  and 
,

rf
n i

i

f

N
 in the dataset used for evaluation. 

Finally, feature frequency and inverse review frequency are combined to generate a composite weight 

,,ff-irf
n ix f  for each feature in each review. Therefore, user feature opinion 

,, n ix fp  can be shown as follows: 

 
, , , ,, , ,= ff-irf ff irf

n i n i n i n ix f x f x f fp = × . (7) 

Once 
,, n ix fp  is calculated for each feature discussed in all reviews on all items in the system, a user-item 

feature opinion matrix will be generated. This is a U F×  matrix in which rows represent individual users 
and columns corresponding to the collection of all features of every item. This user-item feature opinion 
matrix can be combined with the user-item rating matrix because user ratings and feature opinion 
weights share the same user-item pairs. A simplified example of the combined matrix is show in Table 2. 

Movies 
 

Users 

Titanic Star Wars III Shrek Harry Potter Minority Report 

Act. Dir. Plot Vis. Act. Dir. Plot Vis. Act. Dir. Plot Vis. Act. Dir. Plot Vis. Act. Dir. Plot Vis. 

Alice 5  4 5 2 
8  10        7 5.2  6 6.3  7 -3 -7  

Bob 4 5 5 1 5 
-5.2 6.5  4  5.5 6.3 4   5 6.7 -5  -10  7 10 20 15 

Clark 3 5 5 2  
-5  -6.5 10 7  6.2    4 6 -4.5  -8 8.7     

David 5 4  4 4 
6.5 7  8.7 -4  8.3 6.5     4  -6 7 -6  3 7 

Eve 5 1  5 1 
18  20    -15      15 6 20 10   -20  

Table 2. A Combined User-Item Matrix with Both Rating and Feature Opinion 
(Simplified) 

User Similarity Weighting Based on Both User Rating and User Feature Opinion 

Different methods have been proposed to improve accuracy of CF by applying weights to different items 
when users’ similarity is measured (Breese et al. 1998; Herlocker et al. 1999). In this study, a similar 
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strategy is used to integrate user feature opinions into traditional CF at an item level by applying user 
similarity weights based on feature opinions as item weights in Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) 
calculation. 

The assumption behind the item weighting approach is that if two users’ feature opinion similarity on a 
specific item coincides with their user rating similarity on the same item, then the users’ rating similarity 
on the item is supported by the feature opinions expressed in their text reviews on the same item. The 
item, therefore, deserves a higher weight when it is used to compute the similarity between the two users. 
On the other hand, if the feature opinion similarity between two users differs from their rating similarity 
on an item, a lower weight will be used on the item, because their rating similarity is contradicted with the 
feature opinions discussed in their reviews on the same item. 

In order to apply item weighting to user similarity measurement, we replace the regular PCC with a 
weighted version as follows: 
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and 

 , , 0x y iµ ≥ . (10) 

In Equation (8), , ,x y iµ  is the item weighting factor, which can be considered as an item frequency (Bills 
and Li 2005). In this study, to test the robustness of different types of user opinion information when 
being used to enhance performance of CF systems, we propose two different methods to calculate , ,x y iµ  
based on different information that can be derived from the user-item feature opinion matrix. 

Method 1 (M1) In this method, only the orientation of user feature opinion 
,, n ix fp  is used in the 

calculation of , ,x y iµ . First, an initial item weighting value '
, ,x y iµ  is calculated as follows: 
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where 
,, n ix fO  and 

,, n iy fO  are the orientations (i.e., positive or negative signs) of user feature opinions 
,, n ix fp  

and 
,, n iy fp , respectively. , ,x y iF  stands for the set of all features of i that both x and y discussed in their 

reviews on item i. The binary result (+1 or -1) of the multiplication of 
,, n ix fO  and 

,, n iy fO  indicates whether 

users x and y agree or disagree on their opinion orientations on feature fn,i of item i. In Equation (11), the 
, ,

, ,

( )( )

( )( )
x i x y i y

x i x y i y

r r r r
r r r r
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− −
 part returns either +1 or -1, which indicates whether ratings from x and y on i are in 

agreement or not, respectively, in their orientations relative to the means of their overall ratings. A 
positive (or negative) value of '

, ,x y iµ  indicates that reviews from x and y on item i are consistent (or 

inconsistent) with their ratings in terms of their opinion orientation, and the magnitude of '
, ,x y iµ  shows 

the strength of such consistency. A negative '
, ,x y iµ  means that the ratings do not at all represent genuine 

positive or negative correlation between users and will undermine the accuracy of the weighted PCC 
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measures. Therefore, these ratings should be excluded from the PCC calculation. The following condition 
check is used to obtain the final item weight , ,x y iµ  in Method 1: 
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, , ' '
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0 0

1 0
x y i

x y i
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In Equation (12), default value 1 is added to '
, ,x y iµ  when it is larger or equal to zero. The treatment is used 

so that when '
, ,x y iµ  is zero, the ratings from the two users on the same item will still be used in computing 

the user similarity measure, though with the lowest weight. 

Method 2 (M2) Although M1 has taken into consideration the consistencies between user reviews and 
ratings when calculating item weighting, the FF-IRF part of the user-item feature opinion matrix is not 
fully included in the calculation. In comparison, Method 2 uses user feature opinion in its complete form 
to compute , ,x y iµ . 

Before proposing Method 2, we first discuss user similarity measurement based on user feature opinions. 
In urCF, PCC is used to measure user similarity based on user feature opinions of a single item i. 
Therefore, similarity weight , ,sim f

x y i  between the feature opinions of user x and y on item i is defined as 
follows: 
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Value of , ,sim f
x y i  ranges from -1 to 1. A positive (or negative) value of , ,sim f

x y i  means a positive (or negative) 

correlation between x and y over their feature opinions. Similar to M1, , ,sim f
x y i  also needs to be compared 

to users’ opinion orientations in order to check whether they are consistent with each other or not. First, 
an initial item weight value '

, ,x y iµ  is calculated as follows: 
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Then, the same condition check shown in Equation (12) will be used to determine the item weight , ,x y iµ .  

The aggregation function (Equation (3)) is used for prediction generation based on the similarity weight 
wa,x (calculated using Equation (8)) between the active user a and each user x who has rated and reviewed 
the same items. 

Evaluation 

Data 

We chose movies as the domain for evaluating the proposed urCF system. Movie domain is rich with 
content. More importantly, the enthusiasm of the general population toward movies and their willingness 
to express their opinions on movies make movie domain one of the mostly used in CF research (Breese et 
al. 1998; Resnick et al. 1994). Yahoo! Movies was chosen as the data source in this research and we 
collected user movie ratings and text reviews dated from July 2003 to January 2012 via a Web crawler. 
The collected dataset was very sparse (the sparsity level is higher than 99.99%) and it cannot be directly 
used for evaluation purpose. Following the common practice in CF research (Sahoo et al. 2006), we first 
pre-processed the whole dataset and retained users who had rated at least 50 movies and movies that had 
received at least 50 ratings. The resulted dataset contained a total of 49,562 ratings/reviews on 735 
different movies from 544 unique users. The sparsity of the dataset was 87.60%. Due to time constraint, a 
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smaller subset of 53 movies and 41 users were randomly selected from the preprocessed dataset to 
evaluate the proposed system. The subset has 354 reviews in total and an 83.71% sparsity level. 

In the Yahoo! Movies dataset, movie ratings are on a 13-point scale (A+ to F). Following the common 
practice in existing CF research (Sahoo et al. 2006), we converted the Yahoo! Movies rating scale to a new 
scale ranging from 1 to 5, which is commonly used by other datasets (Sahoo et al. 2006).  

As discussed earlier, the exponent value α  in the IRF calculation is selected empirically based on the 

distributions of both 
,,ff

n ix f  and 
,

rf
n i

i

f

N
 in the dataset used for evaluation. Therefore, we first ran the urCF 

system to record every 
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,
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 values to a range that is closest to that of 

,,ff
n ix f , we selected a value of 4 for 

α  in the IRF calculation for the dataset. 

Baseline 

The proposed urCF system with two methods for calculating , ,x y iµ  was evaluated by comparing its 
predictive performances versus those of the traditional memory-based CF algorithm as the baseline. A 
commonly used CF evaluation task named “all-but-one” was adopted for the evaluation (Breese et al. 
1998; Herlocker et al. 1999). The testing was executed for each user-item pair in the dataset and 
predictions were generated by using the baseline method and the methods proposed in urCF. Due to the 
limited size of the dataset used for evaluation, all neighbors of the active user were used in prediction 
generation. In another word, similarity thresholding was used for neighborhood selection with value L set 
to zero. 

Measures 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was used as the metric to evaluate the accuracy of two approaches. The 
metric is defined as the average absolute deviation of the predictions generated by a system on how users 
would rate different items compared to the actual ratings on those items cast by users. If predx,i is the 
predicted rating generated for user x on item i and rx,i is his/her actual rating, MAE can be calculated 
using the following formula: 

 
, ,
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x i x i
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D

∈

−
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∑
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where D is the whole dataset and D  is the number of items in the set. 

Results 

The performance of the two proposed methods based on item weighting approach is compared with that 
of the baseline method. Paired t-tests were used to compare the mean differences of the final MAE results 
obtained by applying different methods over the whole dataset. A summary of the results is listed in Table 
3. 

Both methods proposed outperformed the baseline method. Method 1 resulted in a 6.178% improvement 
over the baseline. The result shows that the performance of traditional CF-based recommenders can be 
improved by bringing in only the orientation aspect of user feature opinions. The result also indicates that 
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by taking into consideration the consistency between the opinions expressed in user ratings and reviews 
the system can elevate the performance of the system dramatically. 

Methods MAE Improvement 
over baseline P-value 

Baseline 0.6342   
M1 0.5950 6.178%* 0.0216 
M2 0.5819 8.235%** 0.0038 

*P<0.05 
**P<0.01 

Table 3 Summary of MAE Results 

Method 2 achieved a very promising 8.24% improvement over the baseline. This shows the proposed User 
Feature Priority Weighting (FF-IRF) scheme is able to bring in more detailed information about user 
opinions from user reviews and improve the performance of the system even more than M1. 

Discussion 

Since the start of collaborative filtering research in the mid 1990s, user ratings have been the sole direct 
source for user item preferences (Adomavicius et al. 2008). This study is the first attempt to bring 
feature-oriented user text review analysis into memory-based CF and integrate user opinion information 
discussed in these reviews into the system in order to enhance its performance. The positive results show 
that user text reviews are indeed a promising complementary source of user opinion information for CF 
systems. The study also shows that user text reviews can be integrated into memory-based CF using 
different methods based on different amounts of user opinion information extracted from user reviews. 

The user feature priority weighting (FF-IRF) proposed in the study is proven to be a valid measurement to 
model user’s feature priority based on their text reviews. The modeling tool provides an alternative to the 
direct intensity measurement of user opinion, which is not yet obtainable with high accuracy based on the 
existing text mining techniques. On the other hand, the proposed FF-IRF weighting scheme can be used 
alongside intensity measurement, because it measures a different aspect of user preferences and is, 
therefore, complementary to the intensity measurement. Another advantage of the FF-IRF scheme is that 
it is a measurement based on objective information that can be directly obtained from user text reviews 
without relying on extracting subjective information from reviews. This means the result of FF-IRF 
measurement tends to be stable and reliable when it is applied to different domains or systems. 

The Item Weighting Approach with Method 1 and Method 2 proposed in the study illustrates the strength 
of user text reviews when they are adopted in CF to verify the user opinions expressed in ratings. The 
results of these two methods directly validated the main motivation behind this study; that is, the 
ineffectiveness of user ratings as the sole source for user opinion-inferring in CF. By illustrating the 
robustness of user text reviews when used as an additional source for user opinion information in CF, the 
results of the study should attract more efforts to pursue this special research direction in collaborative 
filtering. 

The results of this study also have implications for real-world recommender systems based on 
collaborative filtering techniques. The study serves as evidence to the practitioners of CF that by 
incorporating the vast amount of user text reviews that are available in the existing systems, they can 
improve the performance of the system dramatically. E-Businesses, like Amazon.com and Yelp.com have 
already accumulated a huge amount of user text reviews on various products and services. It is shown in 
this study that by leveraging these user reviews, e-Businesses can enhance the performance of their 
recommender systems significantly. 

Due to limited resources and other constraints, this research is not without limitations. For example, in 
the data set used in this study, for each user rating in the system there is also a user text review available 
for the same user-item pair, which may not always be possible. There are usually many more users who 
provide ratings for items without a full-length text review. Therefore, the “sparsity” of user text review 
among real-world recommender systems will challenge the performance of any implementation of 
recommender systems based on online user text reviews. 
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In addition, methods employed in this study to integrate user feature opinions into CF could be optimized 
for fine-tuning system performance. As a future direction, more advanced methods can be developed to 
better integrate user opinion information into CF. More importantly, various parameters can be adapted 
in these methods to provide controls on different aspects of the modeling tool in order to further improve 
the system performance through empirically setting the parameters. 
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